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Recombinant DNA

Watch on human experiments

Washington
THE Recombinant
DNA Advisory
Commillce (RAC) in the United States last
week reaffirmed its intention to review any
experiments involving human subjects or
the release of recombinant organisms into
the environment.
Under rule changes
adopted overwhelmingly by the committee, any proposal to transfer recombinant
DNA into human subjects would have to
be cleared by the full RAe.
Although the rules are legally binding
only upon recipients of federal research
money, industry and all government
agenci.'S have agreed voluntarily to follow
the RAC procedures.
RAC's decision formally to require a
review of human genetic engineering experiments was prompted largely by the demise
last year of the President's Commission on
Bioethics and the resulting concern that no
group was monitOring developments in this
field. RAC also decided to establish a nine.
member working group, made up of scientists, lawyers and ethicists, to look at any
human genetic engineering proposals. This
move parallels a legislative proposal by
Representative Albert Gore (Democrat,
Tennessee) that would create a human
genetic engineering
commission
with
similarly broad representation.
That
proposal passed the House last year, but
was never enacted into law. RAC itself is
dominated by scientists and physicians.
In a related discussion of the scope of
RAC's oversight, RAC appeared commit.
ted to continuing to review deliberate
environmental
release experiments and
induStrial activities. The Food and Drug
Administration and the Department of
Agriculture offered strong support for
RAC's role in these areas; the Environ.
mental Protection Agency (EP A), which
has announced its intention eventually to
regulate deliberate release of recombinant
organisms under the Toxic Substances
Control Act, said at last week's RAC
meeting tbat it supported RAC's handling
these areas at least until EP A 's regulations
are issued. A report released last week by
the staff of Representative Gore's subwmmiltee questioned whether RAC has
the expertise or the administrative capacity
to handle a large flow of proposals from
industry.
Anti-genetic-engineering activist Jeremy
Rifkin was much in evidence at last week's
meeting, notably for obtaining a court
order barring RAC from holding a closed
session to discuss a deliberate-release
experiment proposed by Advanced Genetic
Systems, lnc (AGS). The company is the
sponsor of the planned release of frostresistant bacteria by Steven Lindow of the
University
of California,
Berkelev,
currently ti'ed up in other litigation initiat~d
by Rifkin. AGS decided to submit to RAC
its own proposal to conduct a similar
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experiment. In accordance with standard
procedures for dealing with proprietary
information, RAC announced a closed
session to review the proP05a1.
At the behest of several RAC members, a
decision was later made to open as much of
the discussion as possible. Rifkin argued in
his lawsuit that RAC did not have sufficient grounds to close any of its discussions
of the proposal and that the subseqnent
decision to open part of it was not
announced 30 days in advance in the
Federal Register, as required for public
meetings. A US Court of Appeals panel,
acting on the technicalities of Rifkin's
complaint
rather than its substance,
ordered RAC not to hold its discussion
until it had published proper advance
notice and had it explained why any
portion of the discussion should be closed
to the public.
Rifkin also appeared at the meeting to
protest against a proposal from researchers
at Uniformed Services U.niversity of the
Health Sciences to lower the containment
required for a previously-approved experiment aimed at cloning the gene of a bacterial
toxin responsible for dysentery. Rifkin,
claiming the support of several prominent
arms-control experts, said the experiments
should not commence until an "Arms'
Control Impact Statement" was prepared
on the research. The Arms Control and
Disarmament
Agency is charged by
Congress with preparing such a statement
on any government research with potential
military applications.
Rifkin said these experiments could be
used to create biological warfare agents,
and that RAC members "would be personally liable under international law and
the principles enunciated at Nuremberg in
aiding the commission of crimes against
humanity"
should the work lead to
biological weapon development.
Paul Warnke, former SALT negotiator
and the first name on the list of supporters
claimed by Rifkin, said in an interview that
he had not endorsed Rifkin's remarks, but
had only told Rifkin in a telephoneeonversation that he believed an impact statement
would be important in judging the implications of the research. He said that he
neither supported nor opposed the actual
research.
Proponents of the experiment, which
was approved by RAC last year at P4 containment, said the research was vital to the
development of a vaccine against the
leading cause of dysentery. RAC approved
the request to lower the containment requirement to P2 by a 9 to 5 vote with 4
abstentions. The director of the National
Institute
of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, to whom RAC reports, has
generally dcclined to accept recommendations made on split votes such as this one.
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